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Supporting homeless in Dushanbe
Since December 2019 CT is running its 3rd project on reintegration of homeless in Dushanbe,
capital city. The project opened on the basis of facilities created with support of CRS in 2014
under such social projects and since then it has been several project benefited from these
facilities. The project provides social-reintegrational services like psychological counseling, legal
counseling and support, referral service, hair cut and douche/laundry service.
In time of epidemic (when strict isolation was canceled) the project started distribution of hand
antiseptic and masks to beneficiaries. For local homeless it is only spot with these specific
services. The project has cooperation with ministry of internal affairs coordinating work with this
group. Project funded by Caritas Italy >>>>>>

Asia Regional Webinar on CI Safeguarding Manual
Caritas Tajikistan’s representative has attended online webinar on
CI Safeguarding manual organized by Caritas Asia. The webinar
was organized using Zoom service platform (www.zoom.us). 77
participants from 22 MOs participated in the webinar. Since it is
new way of distant training there were technical difficulties with
joining the online training.
The webinar was facilitated experts of the field nominated by CI.
The content was opened and well delivered. This online learning
has its advantages and limitations but for this period of the travel
limitations it is, for sure, the best one. It was a really great
training! And proper use of content and way of conveying it made
the webinar even more meaningful and interactive. Aside from the
direct content benefit there was good exercise of using online
technologies for learning in organization. This training will give a
new impulse to management in further implementing
Safeguarding in the organization.

Office work restrictions due to COVID-19 epidemic
Tajikistan as remote country got first wave of coronavirus attack late at the end of April
month Pick of COVID-19 epidemic. After declaring for long that country without a single
case of the coronavirus, infection in the country went from zero to hundreds a few days
at the begging of May. Such, the May month our country faced fast outbreak of
epidemic and the government introduced major restriction isolation measures.
Management of Caritas Tajikistan (CT) let office staff to leaves, some worked from
home and some were coming to the office with much precaution. >>>>>
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